emotional or subjective truth as both different from objective factual truth and equal in value, justifying the departure from factual narrative, also reflects a position common to many war memoirs, that the personal experience of infantry combat is the only perspective on a war of any validity. 'What we see, what we live, "is"; what contradicts our experience "is not",' wrote a French veteran of the First World War, 'The high command could not know, for only their intelligence was in contact with the war, and war is not to be perceived by intelligence alone'.2 In the context of war films, it also cannot be ignored that this idea of emotional truth transcending reason is found in many military or militaristic value systems, appearing in Nazi ideology as 'thinking with the blood'. Yet a further issue concerning objectivity and the nature of truth is added to those war films that include reporters.3 Most Hollywood films, and most war films, are highly formulaic, but this is particularly true of films featuring war reporters, which fall into only a small number of easily recognisable categories dependent on these issues. In war films that have American soldiers in combat as their main focus, the reporter is either an important secondary character who is won over to the military in the course of the film, or a minor character who is a figure of contempt. In films that do not feature American wars, the reporter is the central character but the story is about personal relationships, never about actual reporting.
It has been plausibly argued in the context of the Vietnam War that journalistic ethos and culture in the United States underwent a significant change between the First and Second World Wars in response to changes in the newspaper industry. As the news media became a bureaucratised production industry, so in response journalism became a profession; the American press came to see itself as both objective and as independent even of newspaper owners. The issues raised by this transition appear in the confrontations in Citizen Kane (1941) between Charles Foster Kane (Orson Welles) and his journalist employees. From these concerns came the ideal of the journalist who was committed to report the truth, detached from events and free from ideology, fitting well with the 1950s American political consensus that also saw itself as free from ideology, Stephen Badsey reflected in several Hollywood films of that period.4 Among war photographers the attitude was exemplified by the catchphrase, 'I don't take sides, I take pictures'.
In the 1960s, the character of the enquiring journalist also began to take on the narrative function previously occupied by the private detective or investigator. In such films the actual mechanics of journalism are secondary to the role of the journalist as observer on behalf of the film audience. Just as Hollywood war films, for reasons of dramatic narrative or characterisation, often depict behaviour in combat that seems comically inept to real soldiers, so the behaviour of war reporters is often quite unlike that of actual journalists, reflected in particular in actions or statements that appear impossibly naive. Often a Hollywood reporter will also double as a photographer. The photojournalist or news cameraman is largely absolved from the need to also ask questions, and it is sufficient in film terms that he is there to act as a witness In addition to the value of the reporter as a plot device, going anywhere and asking questions on the audience's behalf, any reporter in a Hollywood war film who occupies more than a minor role also fits the conventions of the private detective genre by being a flawed human being; one who starts the film detached from events but is forced by the war to take a moral stance. An early case is The Quiet American (1958) The brief appearance in the film of a television camera crew during the Battle of Hue is for comic purposes, highlighting the difference between the 'emotional truth' of combat and whatever can be caught on documentary film. Kubrick underscores the point by introducing the camera team with a long sideways tracking (or crabbing) shot -showing them filming the marines with a long sideways tracking shot. The director's camera duplicates the action of the supposed combat documentary camera. This is followed by a sequence, very similar to those in 84 Charlie MoPic, of the marines being interviewed. In all cases except for Joker they put on their public faces for the camera, replying in language utterly different from the manner in which they talk among themselves.
Full Metal Jacket includes an important scene of a briefing by Lockhart to his reporters on the first day of the Tet Offensive. Although a military victory for the United States and South Vietnamese forces, Tet was in retrospect the turning point of the Vietnam War, since it convinced Washington that the war was far from being won, and the militarly demand for increased numbers of American combat troops was politically unacceptable. The paradox of a won battle leading to a lost war led to the controversial and frequently repeated military claim that biased American war reporting was to blame; that, in the clich6d phrase, the Vietnam War was lost on the television screens of America. In the film, the unseen news media are indeed held responsible. Lockhart tells his people that 'the civilian press are about to wet their pants, and we've heard even Cronkite's going to say the war is now unwinnable'. The subsequent visit to South Vietnam of veteran television newsman Walter Cronkite, himself an American institution, and his announcement that the United States' war effort was 'mired in stalemate' is identified as a critical moment --'-" -----.-,--- 
